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Abstract: We equip three-dimensional spin-3 gravity in the principal embedding with a
new set of boundary conditions that we call “asymptotically null warped AdS”. We find a
chiral copy of the Polyakov–Bershadsky algebra as asymptotic symmetry algebra, reminis-
cent of the situation in topologically massive gravity with strict null warped AdS boundary
conditions. We prove the invertibility of the map between zuvielbein and metric variables
and construct a global gauge transformation to half of AdS spin-3 gravity in the diagonal
embedding. This explains why the theory is chiral and why the Polyakov–Bershadsky alge-
bra arises. We then introduce chemical potentials, derive the entropy, free energy, and the
holographic response functions, and conclude with a discussion.
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1 Introduction
Many current research directions address the question of how general holography is [1].
The holographic principle [2, 3], originally motivated by the extensive behavior of black
hole entropy in one dimension lower than expected from a quantum field theory perspective,
has found a concrete realization in the Anti-de Sitter/Conformal Field Theory (AdS/CFT)
correspondence [4–7]. It is interesting to ponder whether the key insights about holography
so far are specific to AdS/CFT or if they are general lessons for quantum gravity. In order
to address this issue one needs to go beyond the usual AdS/CFT correspondence.
An example for a generalization in this spirit is to consider non-unitary AdS/CFT, in
order to find out if holography can work also for non-unitary theories, see [8–10] for some
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proposals. Another example is to consider (again in an AdS/CFT context) Vasiliev-type
higher-spin holography [11, 12], particularly in three dimensions [13–15]. An advantage of
three-dimensional higher-spin gravity models is that the massless higher spin fields share
a useful property with their spin-2 cousin: they are all pure gauge locally. In this sense,
higher spin fields are not more exotic than spin-2 fields in three dimensions.
In this paper we focus on three-dimensional higher spin gravity. However, before pre-
senting our model and the boundary conditions that are part of its definition we turn to a
wider class of generalizations of AdS/CFT, in order to motivate our specific choices.
Dropping the assumption that spacetime is asymptotically AdS leads to a variety of
additional possibilities, including flat space holography [16–19], de Sitter holography [20,
21], Lifshitz holography [22] and Schrödinger holography [23, 24]. If holography is a true
aspect of nature it should work beyond AdS/CFT. Thus, the study of holography in these
spacetimes becomes pertinent to the question in the first paragraph.
Besides this strong theoretical motivation to study non-AdS holography, there are also
good phenomenological reasons to go beyond AdS/CFT. Namely, several condensed matter
systems show anisotropic scale invariance near some fixed point, so that they cannot be
described by usual relativistic CFTs (see [25] and Refs. therein). If one attempts to construct
holographic duals for these field theories (to describe certain strong coupling phenomena
and transport properties) the bulk spacetime cannot asymptote to AdS, which then clearly
requires non-AdS holography. Indeed, this line of reasoning was the main motivation for
seminal work on Lifshitz and Schrödinger holography [22–24].
Some holographic correspondences can be set up in a puristic way, by which we mean
that essentially only the metric is needed as a field to achieve the desired asymptotic be-
havior of spacetime. This includes, in addition to AdS/CFT, flat space holography and
dS/CFT. By contrast, Lifshitz and Schrödinger holography typically require the introduc-
tion of (exotic) matter fields in addition to the metric or some higher derivative interactions,
since pure Einstein gravity does not support such spacetimes.
A few years ago two of the present authors realized (together with Radoslav Rashkov)
that higher-spin theories could provide an avenue for non-AdS holography without the
introduction of any additional matter fields or higher derivative interactions [26]. The
three-dimensional higher-spin theories considered in that paper support solutions that can
have a variety of asymptotic behaviors, including Lifshitz and Schrödinger. Thus, attempts
to set up certain types of non-AdS holography naturally led to higher-spin gravity in three
dimensions.
One of the many questions that was left unanswered in the original work [26] was the
existence of suitable boundary conditions that allow for the relevant non-AdS solutions.
Several papers in the past few years studied this question (and related ones), see e.g. [27–
33], and some were indeed able to find consistent sets of boundary conditions that permit
these solutions, including Lobachevsky holography [34], flat space holography [35, 36] and
Lifshitz holography [37].
However, there are some conceptual subtleties in all these constructions. First of all, the
metric is not gauge invariant in higher-spin theories, so labeling some set of configurations
as “asymptotically something” can be misleading, whatever “something” might be. The
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solution to this issue would be a generalization of Riemann calculus that allows an invariant
characterization of all relevant aspects of higher spin geometries, but this problem has not
been solved yet. Thus, the best one can do at the moment is to avoid the metric formulation
as much as possible and to phrase everything in terms of zuvielbein variables (and gauge
invariant combinations thereof). See [38] and Refs. therein for a summary on the metric
approach in three-dimensional spin-3 gravity.
This leads to the second potential subtlety: even though we have to accept that the
metric and its asymptotic behavior are gauge dependent, for several purposes we would
like to have at least some metric interpretation available. However, the map between
zuvielbein and metric variables can fail to be invertible. Indeed, as shown by Lei and Ross
[32], this situation does actually arise for the Lifshitz configurations introduced in [37]. It
should be stressed that these configurations are perfectly well-behaved and regular, but the
interpretation as “asymptotically something” becomes even less clear if there is no invertible
map between first order (zuvielbein) and second order (metric) variables.
The third potential subtlety concerns the symmetries of the field theory. Even if we
grant that the gravity side may not allow for a unique label like “AdS holography”, “Lif-
shitz holography” or something else, the field theory side should give a decisive clue how
to appropriately label the holographic correspondence, since the symmetries are uniquely
defined on both sides of the correspondence. For instance, encountering anisotropic scale
invariance would allow justifiably attaching the label “Lifshitz” or “Schrödinger”. However,
as was shown by three of the present authors (together with Soo-Jong Rey) in higher-spin
theories anisotropic scale invariance can get extended to an isotropic one [37], which again
complicates the interpretation.
Since the three subtleties above are mostly about interpretation and not about internal
consistency of the theory, its boundary conditions and associated asymptotic symmetries,
one may disregard them as idle. But when trying to address interesting questions such as
“does holography also work in non-AdS spacetimes?” it is at least important to discriminate
between AdS and non-AdS. Therefore, it is of relevance to confront these issues.
In this paper we construct explicitly a new example that touches all the subtleties
above and differs qualitatively from all constructions so far. Namely, we consider three-
dimensional spin-3 gravity in the principal embedding with boundary conditions that one
may suggestively call “null warped AdS boundary conditions”, since the metric asymptotes
to null warped AdS3 (see [39–41] for some previous constructions with massive gravitons or
exotic matter). We study this model in detail and address the issues raised above.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review some aspects of null warped
AdS geometries and spin-3 gravity, and then define our theory and its boundary conditions.
In section 3 we show the consistency of our theory by constructing the canonical charges
and their symmetry algebra, and by proving the invertibility of the map between first and
second order variables. Moreover, we construct a global gauge transformation to a chiral
half of an asymptotically AdS configuration. In section 4 we discuss the thermodynamics,
starting by the addition of chemical potentials, and then calculating entropy, which we bring
into chiral Cardy form. We also study the first law, free energy and holographic response
functions. In section 5 we conclude with a discussion of our results.
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2 Definition of the theory
In this section we start by reviewing essential properties of null warped AdS geometries in
section 2.1, continue with relevant aspects of the Chern–Simons formulation of higher spin
gravity in section 2.2 and then formulate our boundary conditions in section 2.3. In section
2.4 we display all boundary condition preserving transformations for later use.
2.1 Null warped AdS geometry
In the present work the geometries of interest are null warped AdS. They are a special case
of a larger class of geometries studied by a number of researchers mainly in the context of
topologically massive gravity [42–44], see e.g. [39, 40, 45–49]:
ds2(z)/`
2 =
dr2
4r2
+ 2r dt dϕ+ f(r, z) dϕ2 (2.1)
with curvature radius `, angular coordinate ϕ ∼ ϕ + 2pi, time coordinate t ∈ (−∞,∞)
and radial coordinate r ∈ (rs,∞). The quantity rs is the largest negative real root of the
function f , which depends on the radial coordinate r and a real parameter z,
f(r, z) = rz + βr + α2 (2.2)
as well as on the constants of motion α and β. All the spacetimes (2.1) have a Killing horizon
at r = 0, while the asymptotic region corresponds to the limit r →∞. For a comprehensive
discussion of these geometries and holographic implications within topologically massive
gravity see [49].
In topologically massive gravity the parameter z depends on the coupling constant of
the gravitational Chern–Simons term. Asymptotically null warped AdS is the special case
z = 2, on which we shall focus from now on. In that case the coordinate transformation
r = e2ρ with a rescaling of t by a factor 12 brings the line-element (2.1) into the useful form
ds2/`2 = dρ2 + e2ρ dt dϕ+
(
e4ρ + βe2ρ + α2
)
dϕ2 . (2.3)
Depending on the parameters α and β the geometry defined by the asymptotically null
warped AdS line-element (2.3) belongs to one of the following classes:
• Null warped AdS vacuum: α = 0 = β
• Null warped AdS black holes: α2 ≥ 0, β ≥ 2|α|
• Null warped AdS solitons: α2 > β2/4, β ≥ 0
• Null warped AdS naked singularities: β < 0 or α2 < 0
The naked singularities are closed time-like curves, which arise because for β < 0 the largest
root of f = 0 has a positive value, rs > 0, and thus is not screened by the Killing horizon
at r = 0 (similar remarks apply to α2 < 0). The main difference between black holes and
solitons is that the former have closed time-like curves hidden behind a horizon, while the
latter have no closed time-like curves.
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2.2 Chern–Simons formulation of spin-3 gravity
For a large class of (2 + 1)-dimensional spin-3 gravity theories it is possible to write the
respective action [13, 14, 50–53] as
I = ICS[A]− ICS[A¯] +B (2.4)
with Chern-Simons action
ICS[A] =
k
4pi
∫
M
tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧A ∧A
)
(2.5)
where k = `16G is the Chern-Simons level, and a boundary term B determined in the next
section. The connections A and A¯ are commuting sl(3,R) valued one-forms, see Appendix
A for our conventions concerning the principal embedding of sl(2) into sl(3). The gauge
connections A, A¯ are related to the zuvielbein e and the dualized spin connection ω via
Aµ = ωµ +
1
`
eµ A¯µ = ωµ − 1
`
eµ (2.6)
where ` is the curvature radius. The equations of motion (EOM) are given by gauge flatness
conditions for the connections
F = dA+A ∧A = 0 = dA¯+ A¯ ∧ A¯ = F¯ . (2.7)
2.3 Null warped AdS boundary conditions in spin-3 gravity
By a partial gauge fixing, A and A¯ can be written as [14, 54]
A = b−1db+ b−1(aˆ(0) + a(0) + a(1))b, A¯ = bdb−1 + b(ˆ¯a(0) + a¯(0) + a¯(1))b−1 (2.8)
where we chose b = eρL0 , such that A is decomposed into a fixed background aˆ(0), leading
order fluctuations a(0) and subleading terms a(1) (and similarly for A¯).
To construct null warped AdS we follow [26] and take as background connection
aˆ(0) = (L1 − 23W2)dϕ, ˆ¯a(0) = 23W−2dϕ+ L−1dt. (2.9)
The metric and the spin-3 field are defined in the standard way as (in the following we set
` = 1)
gµν =
1
2
tr(eµeν), φµνξ =
1
3!
tr(e(µeνeξ)) (2.10)
and lead to
ds2 = dρ2 + e2ρ dtdϕ+ e4ρ dϕ2 (2.11)
φ = −3
2
e4ρ
(
dt2dϕ+ dϕ3
)
(2.12)
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The line element (2.11) is the null warped AdS vacuum, see section 2.1 and compare with
(2.3) for α = 0 = β. The asymptotic EOM determine the general form of the state-
dependent fluctuations in the aϕ component of a(0) and a¯(0) as
a(0) =
(
l−1(ϕ)L−1 + w˜1(ϕ)W1 + w0(ϕ)W0 + w−1(ϕ)W−1 + w−2(ϕ)W−2
)
dϕ (2.13a)
a¯(0) = β˜(ϕ)L−1dϕ (2.13b)
leading to a line element
ds2 = dρ2 + e2ρ dtdϕ+
(
e4ρ + e2ρβ˜ − l−1 + 316
(
w20 − 8w−2 − 3w˜1w−1
))
dϕ2 . (2.14)
The canonical analysis performed in the next section reveals that β˜ and w˜1 are pure
gauge. We show this for β˜ explicitly below whereas, to reduce clutter, we set w˜1 to zero
from the start. Then the line-element (2.14) simplifies to asymptotically null warped AdS
(2.3) with a ϕ-dependent function α and vanishing β,
α2 = −l−1 + 316(w20 − 8w−2) β = 0 . (2.15)
Comparison with the discussion in section 2.1 shows that null warped AdS black holes are
gauge equivalent to null warped AdS solitons and to null warped naked singularities in
our theory. It is a well-known property of higher-spin theories that geometrically distinct
configurations can be gauge equivalent, which is a key aspect of singularity resolutions.
2.4 Boundary condition preserving transformations and chirality
The boundary conditions (2.13) are preserved by transformations that satisfy
δA = dε+ [A, ε] = O(A) δA¯ = dε¯+ [A¯, ε¯] = O(A¯) (2.16)
where, similar to the connection, the parameter ε and ε¯ can be decomposed as
ε = b−1
(
ε(0) + ε(1)
)
b, ε¯ = b
(
ε¯(0) + ε¯(1)
)
b−1 . (2.17)
Ignoring any subleading contributions, by solving (2.16) one finds the most general bound-
ary condition preserving transformation for the non-barred sector are generated by a pa-
rameter of the form
ε(0) = εL1L1 +
3
4
(
ε′W2 + εW1
)
L0 +
3
8
(
ε′W1 − 2w0εL1 − 4l−1εW2 + 2εW0
)
L−1
+ εW2W2 + εW1W1 + εW0W0 −
1
12
(
8ε′L1 + 6ε
′
W2
+ 18w−1εW2 + (6− 9w0)εW1
)
W−1
− 1
4
(
1
2ε
′′
W2
+ ε′W1 − (43 l−1 + w0)εL1 − (2l−1 − 6w−2)εW2 − 34w−1εW1 + εW0
)
W−2 (2.18)
where εL1 , εW2 , εW1 and εW0 are arbitrary functions of ϕ. These functions multiply non-
negative weight generators.
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We now proceed with the analysis for the barred sector, proving in particular also our
earlier statement that β˜ is pure gauge. Solving conditions (2.16) leads to gauge parameters
of the form
ε¯(0) = c1L1 +
3
4
(
ε¯′W−2 − β˜ε¯W−1 + 83 tc1
)
L0 +
(
ε¯L−1 +
3
4 t
(
ε¯′W−2 − β˜ε¯W−1
)
+ t2c1
)
L−1
+ c2W2 + (ε¯W1 + 4tc2)W1 +
(
ε¯W0 + 3tε¯W1 + 6t
2c2
)
W0
+
(
ε¯W−1 + 2tε¯W0 + 3t
2ε¯W1 + 4t
3c2
)
W−1 +
(
ε¯W−2 + tε¯W−1 + t
2ε¯W0 + t
3ε¯W1 + t
4c2
)
W−2 (2.19)
where c1,2 are constant and ε¯L−1 , ε¯W1 , ε¯W0 , ε¯W−1 and ε¯W−2 are arbitrary functions of ϕ which
have to fulfill the conditions
ε¯′W1 = 4β˜c2 (2.20a)
ε¯′W0 = 3β˜ε¯W1 (2.20b)
ε¯′W−1 =
8
3c1 + 2β˜ε¯W0 (2.20c)
ε¯′′W−2 = β˜
(
ε¯′W−1 +
8
3c1
)
+ β˜′ε¯W−1 − 8c2 . (2.20d)
Such transformations lead to a change β˜ → β˜ + δβ˜ with
δβ˜ = ε¯′L−1 +
3
4
(
−β˜ε¯′W−2 + β˜2ε¯W−1 + 2ε¯W1
)
. (2.21)
Using (2.20) is easy to show that the corresponding boundary charges,
δQ¯ ∼
∮
dϕc1δβ˜ (2.22)
vanish, as integrands reduce to total derivatives,
c1δβ˜ =
d
dϕ
[
c1ε¯L−1 +
3c1
16c2
(
ε¯W1 ε¯W−2 + β˜ε¯W1 ε¯W−1 +
c1
3c2
ε¯2W1
)]
. (2.23)
Thus, as already stated earlier, the function β˜ is indeed pure gauge. A similar but more
lengthy calculation shows that w˜1 in (2.14) is pure gauge.
We have now completed the formulation of our theory and its boundary conditions. In
the next section we perform several consistency checks to show that our theory is viable.
3 Consistency of the theory
In this section we demonstrate the consistency of the theory defined in the previous section.
Let us start by stating that the variational principle is well defined if we use a boundary
term of the form [26]
B =
k
4pi
∫
∂M
tr(AtAϕ)dtdϕ . (3.1)
With this boundary term the first variation of the full action (2.4) vanishes on-shell for all
field variations that preserve our boundary conditions (2.8)-(2.13), δI|EOM = 0.
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In the remainder of this section we perform more stringent consistency checks. In
section 3.1 we construct the canonical boundary charges and show that they are finite,
non-trivial, integrable and conserved. In section 3.2 we derive the asymptotic symmetry
algebra, its central charges, and the consistency of the Jacobi identities in the presence of
normal ordering. In section 3.3 we show the uniqueness of the spin-connection, which then
implies that the second order formulation is well-defined. In section 3.4 we construct a
global gauge transformation to a chiral half of an asymptotically AdS configuration, which
makes our earlier observation of the chirality of the dual field theory more precise: it is a
chiral CFT with Polyakov–Bershadsky symmetry algebra.
3.1 Canonical boundary charges
From canonical analysis [54] we know that the canonical currents of the boundary charges
are determined by
δQ[ε] = k
2pi
∮
dϕ tr
(
εδAϕ
)
=
k
2pi
∮
dϕ tr
(
ε(0)δa(0)ϕ
)
(3.2)
and similar for Q¯, where in the second equality cyclicity of the trace was used. Since only
the field-independent gauge parameters εL1 , εW2 , εW1 and εW0 contribute to this trace,
tr
(
ε(0)δa(0)ϕ
)
= −4εL1δl−1 + 9εW2δw−2 −
9
4
εW1δw−1 +
3
2
εW0δw0 (3.3)
the canonical currents (3.2) can easily be integrated and rescaled
L1 = −2k
pi
l−1, W2 = 9k
2pi
w−2, W1 = −9k
8pi
w−1, W0 = 3k
4pi
w0 (3.4)
to yield the boundary charges
Q[ε] =
∮
dϕ(L1εL1 +W2εW2 +W1εW1 +W0εW0) . (3.5)
The asymptotic charges Q are finite, non-trivial, integrable in field space and conserved
in time, ∂tQ = 0. This is a fairly non-trivial indication that we have chosen meaningful
boundary conditions when formulating our theory.
The asymptotic charges associated with the barred sector are trivial,
Q¯[ε¯] = 0. (3.6)
Hence the theory we deal with is chiral, in the sense that it only has one tower of asymptotic
charges, Q, while the barred tower is trivial, Q¯ = 0.
3.2 Asymptotic symmetry algebra
To establish the asymptotic symmetry algebra it is most convenient to make use of the
fact that for any state-dependent function F on the phase space variations are canonically
generated by the charges,
− δεF = {Q[ε], F}. (3.7)
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This holds in particular also for variations of the charges themselves,
− δε1Q[ε2] = {Q[ε1],Q[ε2]}. (3.8)
Evaluating the variations of the asymptotic charges on the left hand side of (3.8) gives the
asymptotic symmetry algebra. To put the algebra into a recognizable form, it is beneficial
to combine the asymptotic charges as
L = 2
3
W2 − L1 − 2pi
3k
W20 = −
2k
pi
α2 (3.9a)
J = k
2pi
− 2
3
W0 (3.9b)
G± = 2
3
(
3
4
L1 + 3
2
W0 ∓W1 − 3k
4pi
)
. (3.9c)
After redefining the gauge parameters accordingly,
εL =
3
2
εW2 (3.10a)
εJ = 3εL1 −
3εW0
2
+
(
9pi
2k
J + 9
4
)
εW2 (3.10b)
εG± = εL1 ∓
3
4
εW1 +
3
2
εW2 , (3.10c)
the charge (3.5) can be rewritten in terms of the new functions (3.9) as
Q[ε] =
∮
dϕ
(LεL + J εJ + G+εG+ + G−εG−). (3.11)
With these definitions, we find the variations
δLL = −L′εL − 2Lε′L −
k
4pi
ε′′′L (3.12a)
δJL = −J ε′J (3.12b)
δG±L = −
1
2
G′±εG± −
3
2
G±ε′G± (3.12c)
δLJ = −J ′εL − J ε′L (3.12d)
δJJ = k
3pi
ε′J (3.12e)
δG+J = ±G±εG± (3.12f)
δLG± = −G′±εL −
3
2
G±ε′L (3.12g)
δJ G± = ∓G±εJ (3.12h)
δG±G± = 0 (3.12i)
δG∓G± =
(
−3
2
J ′ ∓ 6pi
k
J 2 ∓ L
)
εG∓ − 3J ε′G∓ ∓
k
2pi
ε′′G∓ . (3.12j)
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Inserting into (3.8), the Poisson bracket algebra is found to be
{L(ϕ),L(ϕ¯)} = L′δ − 2Lδ′ − k
4pi
δ′′′ (3.13a)
{J (ϕ),L(ϕ¯)} = −J δ′ (3.13b)
{G±(ϕ),L(ϕ¯)} = 1
2
G′±δ −
3
2
G±δ′ (3.13c)
{J (ϕ),J (ϕ¯)} = k
3pi
δ′ (3.13d)
{J (ϕ),G±(ϕ¯)} = ±G±δ (3.13e)
{G±(ϕ),G±(ϕ¯)} = 0 (3.13f)
{G±(ϕ),G∓(ϕ¯)} =
(
3
2
J ′ ∓ 6pi
k
J 2 ∓ L
)
δ − 3J δ′ ∓ k
2pi
δ′′ (3.13g)
where δ′ ≡ ∂ϕδ(ϕ− ϕ¯) and all functions other than δ are functions of ϕ¯.
Writing the state-dependent functions in terms of their Fourier-modes,
L = − 1
2pi
∑
n∈Z
(
Ln − k
4
δn,0
)
e−inϕ (3.14a)
J = i
2pi
∑
n∈Z
Jne
−inϕ (3.14b)
G± = − i
1∓1
2
2pi
∑
n∈Z+ 1
2
G±n e
−inϕ (3.14c)
doing the same for δ(ϕ− ϕ¯)
δ(ϕ− ϕ¯) = 1
2pi
∑
n∈Z
e−in(ϕ−ϕ¯) =
1
2pi
∑
n∈Z+ 1
2
e−in(ϕ−ϕ¯) (3.15)
and replacing Dirac brackets by commutators as i{·, ·} → [·, ·], one obtains the semi-classical
asymptotic symmetry algebra
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m + c
12
n(n2 − 1)δn+m, 0 (3.16a)
[Ln, Jm] = −mJn+m (3.16b)
[Ln, G
±
m] =
(n
2
−m)G±n+m (3.16c)
[Jn, Jm] = −2k
3
n δn+m,0 (3.16d)
[Jn, G
±
m] = ±G±n+m (3.16e)
[G+n , G
−
m] = Ln+m +
3
2
(m− n)Jn+m + 3
k
∑
p∈Z
Jm+n−pJp + k
(
n2 − 1
4
)
δn+m, 0 (3.16f)
with c = 6k.
The Virasoro zero mode L0 is related to the parameter α in the line-element (2.3)
through
L0 − k
4
= 4kα2 . (3.17)
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In particular, L0 is positive for positive level k and α2 ≥ 0. This means that regular
geometries (null warped AdS solitons) have positive energy L0 > 0.
Taking into account normal ordering∑
p∈Z
: Jn−pJp :=
∑
p≥0
Jn−pJp +
∑
p<0
JpJn−p (3.18)
would make the semi-classical algebra inconsistent as the Jacobi identities would fail to
hold. Demanding that they hold deforms some of the structure functions, exactly as in
spin-3 Lobachevsky holography [34]. Rescaling G±n by a factor of
√
k − 32 and defining
kˆ = −k− 32 the quantum asymptotic symmetry algebra then takes the form of the quantum
Polyakov–Bershadsky algebra W(2)3 [55, 56],
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m + cˆ
12
n(n2 − 1)δn+m,0 (3.19a)
[Ln, Jm] = −mJn+m (3.19b)
[Ln, G
±
m] =
(n
2
−m)G±n+m (3.19c)
[Jn, Jm] =
2kˆ + 3
3
nδn+m,0 (3.19d)
[Jn, G
±
m] = ±G±n+m (3.19e)
[G+n , G
−
m] = −(kˆ + 3)Ln+m +
3
2
(kˆ + 1)(n−m)Jn+m
+ 3
∑
p∈Z
: Jm+n−pJp : +3
(kˆ + 1)(2kˆ + 3)
2
(
n2 − 1
4
)
δn+m,0 (3.19f)
with central charge
cˆ = −(2kˆ + 3)(3kˆ + 1)
kˆ + 3
= 6k + 16 +O(1/k) . (3.20)
As mentioned in section 2, the canonical charge in the barred sector, Q¯, is trivial.
Thus, no asymptotic symmetry analysis needs to be performed in the barred sector. The
asymptotic symmetry algebra associated with null warped AdS boundary conditions (2.8)-
(2.13) is therefore given by a single copy of W(2)3 with central charge (3.20). This is one of
our main results.
3.3 Uniqueness of the spin connection
As was pointed out in [32], when considering gravitational theories in the first order for-
malism it can sometimes happen that the spin connection is not uniquely determined by
the zuvielbein. In such cases the second order formulation is not well defined and it is
therefore difficult to interpret the first order theory as a gravitational theory in the tradi-
tional sense. While this is not an obstruction to studying such theories, it can make the
interpretation more difficult, and in particular labels such as “null warped holography” can
become misleading. We check now that our theory does not have this issue.
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The condition for having a well defined spin connection is that the generalized torsion
condition
de+ e ∧ ω + ω ∧ e = 0 (3.21)
has a unique solution for the connection ω in terms of the zuvielbein e [57].
In the case under consideration, it is straightforward to check that the solution to (3.21)
exists and is uniquely given by (the pure gauge functions are set to zero, i.e., w˜1 = β˜ = 0)
ω =
(
eρL1 + e
−ρl−1L−1 − 23e2ρW2 + w0W0 + e−ρw−1W−1 +
(
2
3e
2ρ + e−2ρw−2
)
W−2
)
dϕ
+ 12e
ρL−1 dt . (3.22)
Thus, our theory has a standard second-order interpretation in terms of metric and spin-3
field.
3.4 Gauge transformation to half of AdS
Given the fact that our asymptotic symmetry algebra is W(2)3 , it is natural to search for a
gauge transformation to highest weightW(2)3 boundary conditions [58, 59]. These boundary
conditions are most conveniently given in the diagonal embedding (for our conventions see
Appendix B).
We start by setting the pure gauge function, w˜1, in our connection (2.13) to zero and by
inserting our redefinitions (3.9). Furthermore we make a change of basis of the Lie algebra
generators to the diagonal embedding after which we arrive at
aϕ = −2 Lˆ1 + 1
27k2
(
18kpi(−L+ J )− 27pi2J 2 − 6
√
6kpi(G+ + G−) + k2
)
Lˆ−1
+
(
1− 3piJ
k
)
J0 −
√
2
(
G−+1/2 + G
+
+1/2
)
+
1
9k
(
6
√
3piG+ −
√
2(k − 9piJ )
)
G−−1/2 +
1
9k
(
−6
√
3piG− +
√
2(k − 9piJ )
)
G+−1/2. (3.23)
We are now searching for a gauge transformation λ from our connection (3.23) to a con-
nection aHWGϕ in highest weight gauge
aHWGϕ = aϕ + ∂ϕλ+ [aϕ, λ]. (3.24)
Such a gauge transformation exists and is given by
λ = −3
2
Lˆ0 − 1√
32
(
G−−1/2 + G
+
−1/2
)
. (3.25)
Since the gauge parameter is independent of state-dependent functions the asymptotic
symmetry algebra should stay intact. The corresponding gauge transformed connection
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takes the form
aHWGϕ = Lˆ1 +
3pi
108k
(
−60L − 42J − 90pik J 2 − 17
√
6(G+ + G−) + 4k3pi
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=− 8pi
k (Lˆ− 6pik U2)
Lˆ−1
+
(
1
4
− 3piJ
k
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=− 12pi
k
U
J0 +
1
72k
(√
2(5k − 99piJ )− 84
√
3G−
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=− 8pi
k
ψ++
G+−1/2
+
1
72k
(
−
√
2(5k − 99piJ ) + 84
√
3G+
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=− 8pi
k
ψ+−
G−−1/2, (3.26)
after redefining functions according to what is written beneath the braces. This connection
has now all the dynamical components along highest weight generators and agrees with,
e.g., [60, eq. (4.6)] (for vanishing chemical potentials, where At = 0).
This shows that our boundary conditions are equivalent to a chiral half of asymptoti-
cally AdS boundary conditions.
4 Thermodynamics
Having convinced ourselves that our theory is viable it is meaningful to discuss some of its
physical properties. In this section we focus on thermodynamics. In order to be able to do
this, we start by adding chemical potentials in section 4.1. Using these results, we then give
a result for entropy of null warped AdS solitons in section 4.2. In section 4.3 we compute
the free energy and check the first law. In section 4.4 we calculate the response functions
(or 1-point functions) and show that they coincide with the canonical charges, as expected
for a consistent theory.
4.1 Chemical potentials
We generalize our result by adding chemical potentials to the theory. A standard way1 [60,
63–65] to do so is by looking for the most general form of the time-component At =
b−1db+ b−1(at + a
(1)
t )b of the connection2, such that, without changing the form of Aϕ, the
EOM are still satisfied. Thus we use a general ansatz for at and keep
aϕ = L1 − 23W2 + l−1(ϕ, t)L−1 + w0(ϕ, t)W0 + w−1(ϕ, t)W−1 + w−2(ϕ, t)W−2. (4.1)
However the state dependent functions can now in general also have a time dependence.
The EOM (2.7) determine
at = a
(µL)
t + a
(µJ )
t + a
(µG+ )
t + a
(µG− )
t (4.2)
1For another possibility to introduce chemical potentials see [61] and for a discussion of the differences
between the approaches see [62].
2For simplicity we will here and in the following use the notation aµ = aˆ(0)µ + a(0)µ .
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with
a
(µL)
t = −µLL1 +
1
2
µ′LL0 +
1
2
(
pi
k
(G+ + G−) + 3pi
k
J − 1
2
)
µLL−1
+
2
3
µLW2 +
(
2pi
k
J − 1
)
µLW0 +
1
3
(
µ′L +
2pi
k
(G− − G+)µL
)
W−1
− 1
3
[
1
4
µ′′L +
pi
k
(
L+ 3pi
2k
J 2 + 3
2
J + G+ + G− − k
8pi
)
µL
]
W−2 (4.3a)
a
(µJ )
t = −
1
2
µJ L−1 − 2
3
µJ W0 +
1
6
µJ W−2 (4.3b)
a
(µG± )
t =
1
2
µG±L1 ∓
1
2
µG±L0 +
1
4
[
∓µ′G± + 3
(
pi
k
J + 1
2
)
µG±
]
L−1
∓ 2
3
µG±W1 + µG±W0 −
1
3
[
µ′G± ∓
(
3pi
k
J − 1
2
)
µG±
]
W−1
+
1
6
[
±µ′G± −
(
pi
k
G± + 3pi
k
J + 1
2
)
µG±
]
W−2. (4.3c)
The chemical potentials µL, µJ , µG+ and µG− are in general arbitrary functions of t and
ϕ. The EOM furthermore give conditions for the time derivatives of the state-dependent
functions,
L˙ = −L′µL − 2Lµ′L −
k
4pi
µ′′′L − J µ′J −
1
2
(G′+µG+ + G′−µG−)−
3
2
(G+µ′G+ + G−µ′G−)
(4.4a)
J˙ = −J ′µL − J µ′L +
k
3pi
µ′J + G+µG+ − G−µG− (4.4b)
G˙± = −G′±µL −
3
2
G±µ′L ∓ G±µJ +
(
−3
2
J ′ ∓ 6pi
k
J 2 ∓ L
)
µG∓ − 3J µ′G∓ ∓
k
2pi
µ′′G∓ . (4.4c)
These encode the asymptotic symmetry algebra. In the case of vanishing chemical poten-
tials, equations (4.4) reduce to
L˙ = J˙ = G˙± = 0 (4.5)
such that aϕ no longer depends on t and one recovers the results from section 2.
We will in the following only consider zero mode solutions with constant chemical
potentials. Furthermore, we will work in the Euclidean framework with τ = it where
τ ∼ τ + 1, such that aτ = −iat. The charges and chemical potentials are not affected by
this change. Note that our charges and chemical potentials are real in Euclidean signature,
as there is no barred sector to form their imaginary part. This differs from the situation for
black holes in the non-principal embedding with AdS boundary conditions (see for example
[60]).
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4.2 Entropy = chiral Cardy
In this section we determine entropy along the lines of [60]. It is given by
S = k tr(ataϕ) = 2pi
(
2µLL+ µJJ + 3
2
(µG+G+ + µG−G+)
)
. (4.6)
Furthermore we find holonomy conditions
k2
216pi3
(
2kµ3J − 27piµG−µG+(G−µG− + G+µG+ + 2J µJ )
)
+
µ3L
2pi
(−2piJ 3 + G−G+k − J kL)
+
kµ2L
12pi2
(3piJ (3G−µG− + 3G+µG+ + 2J µJ ) + 2kµJL)
− kµL
12pi2
(−18piJ 2µG−µG+ + J kµ2J + 3kµG−µG+L) = 0 (4.7)
and
2piµL
k
(3G−µG− + 3G+µG+ + 2J µJ ) +
12pi
k
J µG−µG+ +
4piµ2LL
k
− 2µ
2
J
3
+ 8pi2 = 0. (4.8)
Additional conditions are given by the EOM (4.4) for constant charges and chemical po-
tentials,
G+µG+ − G−µG− = 0 (4.9a)
µG+L+
6piJ 2µG+
k
+ G−µJ = 0 (4.9b)
µG−L+
6piJ 2µG−
k
+ G+µJ = 0 . (4.9c)
Up to redefinitions
L = −4Lˆ, J = −4U , G± = ±4ψ± (4.10a)
µL = −ξ, µJ = ν µG± = ∓ϑ± (4.10b)
these equations are equivalent to the holonomy conditions and field equations obtained in
[60]. We can thus write the chemical potentials in terms of the boundary charges by using
the results of [60], such that the entropy (4.6) is given by
S = 2pi
√−8pikL cos(Φ3 ) (4.11)
where
Φ = arcsin
(
3
√
− 6pi
3
k3L3
[− J 3 − k
2pi
(JL − G+G−)]) . (4.12)
This is well defined if L ≤ 0 and∣∣∣∣3
√
− 6pi
3
k3L3
(
J 3 + k
2pi
(JL − G+G−))∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1 . (4.13)
Note that the condition L ≤ 0 is equivalent to non-negative α2 in (2.3), so the physical
states whose entropy we are calculating are null warped AdS solitons in the classification
of section 2.1.
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In the special case of vanishing lower-spin charges, J = G+ = G− = 0, entropy simplifies
to
S = 2pi
√
4cE
6
= 4pik|α| (4.14)
where we defined the energy E = −2piL = L0− k4 in the middle equation [the factor and sign
originate from (3.14a); see also (3.17)], which is of chiral Cardy-type. The reason for the
four in front the central charge is due to the fact that our central charge in equation (4.14)
is a quarter of the standard central charge, 4c = cS = 3`2G [59]. With the standard central
charge we arrive at the standard Cardy formula. This provides yet-another consistency
check of our theory: the macroscopic entropy matches the microscopic one.
4.3 First law and free energy
The equations for the chemical potentials
µL = 2pi
√
k
E
(
2piJ
√
3
Ek
sin
(
Φ
3
)
cos(Φ)
− cos
(
2Φ
3
)
cos(Φ)
)
(4.15a)
µJ = −2
√
3pi
sin
(
Φ
3
)
cos(Φ)
(
1− 12pi
2J 2
Ek
)
(4.15b)
µG+ = −
4
√
3pi2G− sin
(
Φ
3
)
E cos(Φ)
(4.15c)
µG− = −
4
√
3pi2G+ sin
(
Φ
3
)
E cos(Φ)
(4.15d)
together with (4.12) fulfill the holonomy conditions and lead to (4.11).
We use E = −2piL to write the entropy as a function of E, i.e., S = S(E,J ,G±). Now
the first law of thermodynamics
dS = βdE − β(ΩJ dJ + ΩG+dG+ + ΩG−dG−) (4.16)
holds provided that
β :=
(
∂S
∂E
)
J ,G±
= −µL (4.17a)
βΩJ := −
(
∂S
∂J
)
E,G±
= −2piµJ (4.17b)
βΩG± := −
(
∂S
∂G±
)
E,J ,G∓
= −2piµG± . (4.17c)
For J = G+ = G− = 0 we get
T = β−1 =
√
E
2pi
√
k
. (4.18)
We can now determine the free energy F
F (T,ΩJ ,ΩG±) = E−TS−ΩJJ −ΩG+G+−ΩG−G− = −E+
1
2
(
ΩG+G+ + ΩG−G−
)
. (4.19)
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We can solve the holonomy conditions (4.8) and (4.9) for E,J ,G+,G−. For
ΩJ =
3
2pi
ΩG+ΩG− (4.20)
there are two real free energy branches. Alternatively if the inequality
ΩJ 6= 3
2pi
ΩG+ΩG− . (4.21)
holds we can solve three of the holonomy conditions to get a remaining quartic equation in
J . This means that for generical non-vanishing chemical potentials and positive tempera-
ture one gets four, possibly complex, solutions for the free energy. In the regime where the
temperature is smaller than
Tmax =
√
−3 + 2√3(ΩJ − 32piΩG+ΩG−)2
24pi|ΩG+ΩG− |
(4.22)
there are four distinct free energies F1 to F4. When the temperature is equal to Tmax two
of them, F1 and F2, coincide. For temperatures higher than Tmax these two branches get
complex and are thus no viable branches anymore.
We will now restrict our discussion to ΩG± > 0. The F1 branch is the only branch
which is well defined for vanishing ΩG± . Its small T expansion is given by
F1 = − k
48pi4
(
3Ω2G+Ω
2
G− − 6piΩG+ΩG−ΩJ + 4pi2Ω2J
)
+
(
3ΩG+ΩG−
2pi
− ΩJ
)
kT +O
(
T 2
)
.
(4.23)
At zero temperature F1 coincides with the branches F3 and F4 whereas F2 has generically
a different zero temperature value
F2 = −
kΩ3J
54piΩG+ΩG−
− 4pi
2ΩJ kT 2
ΩJ − 32piΩG+ΩG−
+O
(
T 3
)
. (4.24)
For large temperatures the branches F1 and F2 vanish and only the other two remaining
branches dominate with a large T behavior given by
F3,4 = −4kpi2T 2 +O(T ) . (4.25)
We summarize this discussion in the following table (for more details see figure 1)
T = 0 0 < T < Tmax T = Tmax Tmax < T
F1 = F3 = F4, F2 F1, F2, F3, F4 F1 = F2, F3, F4 F3, F4
.
Scanning the free energy for all values of T , ΩJ and ΩG± we have found no first or second
order phase transitions between the four branches.
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Figure 1. For ΩJ < 32piΩG+ΩG− the F3 branch has the lowest free energy, whereas for ΩJ >
3
2piΩG+ΩG− and temperatures lower than Tmax the branch F2 dominates. We set k = 1, ΩG+ = 8
and ΩG− = 4. Left: −10 = ΩJ < 32piΩG+ΩG− . Right: 40 = ΩJ > 32piΩG+ΩG− .
4.4 Holographic response functions
In the presence of chemical potentials the variation of the t-component of the connection
no longer vanishes, δAt 6= 0. As a consequence, the boundary term (3.1) no longer yields a
well-defined variational principle and has to be replaced by
B =
k
4pi
∫
∂M
tr((at + a˜t)aϕ) dt dϕ (4.26)
with
a˜t =
1
2
(
4µL − µG+ − µG−
)
L1 −
(
µG+ + µG− +
3pi
4k
J µJ
)
L−1 − 4
3
µLW2
+
2
3
(
µG+ − µG−
)
W1 +
(
2µL − µG+ − µG− −
2pi
k
J µL
)
W0 +
1
4
µLW−2 . (4.27)
The full action (2.4) with the boundary term above has a well-defined variational principle,
i.e., if the chemical potentials are fixed the variation of the action vanishes on-shell.
If the chemical potentials are allowed to vary according to the holographic dictionary
this corresponds to switching on non-normalizable modes or, equivalently, sources. In this
situation the first variation of the full action yields the response functions(
δICS + δB
)∣∣
EOM
=
∫
∂M
(LδµL + J δµJ + G+δµG+ + G−δµG−) dt dϕ . (4.28)
The response functions coincide precisely with the canonical boundary charges, which pro-
vides the final consistency check of our theory in the present work.
5 Discussion
We have provided a simple example of a higher spin theory that has a chiral asymptotic
symmetry algebra, namely a single copy of the Polyakov–Bershadsky algebra. Geomet-
rically we were motivated by null warped AdS, but as we showed there is an equivalent
interpretation as a chiral half of AdS. We conclude now with relations to null warped AdS
in topologically massive gravity and further comments on our results.
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In topological massive gravity a natural choice of boundary conditions leads to an
asymptotic symmetry algebra that consists of a single copy of the Virasoro algebra and a
û(1)-current algebra [49]. Even though the boundary conditions are consistent they allow
the existence of normalizable polynomial modes that grow linearly in time. This is problem-
atic since it produces closed timelike curves at either early or late times and therefore more
restrictive boundary conditions where proposed [49]. The asymptotic symmetry algebra of
the theory subject to these more restrictive boundary conditions is chiral, like our higher
spin theory. The authors remark that their analysis indicates that the classical theory of
topologically massive gravity in null warped AdS is chiral. This is in agreement with our
analysis, which also leads us to a chiral theory. Also our result for entropy (4.14) is similar
to the result for null warped black hole entropy in topologically massive gravity [49]: it
scales linearly with the inverse gravitational coupling k and the state-dependent parameter
α.
While unitarity is not necessary for holography [8–10], it is still important to know
under which conditions (if any) a given theory is compatible with unitarity. For our theory
the same remarks apply as for Lobachevsky holography [34], see also the general discussion
of unitarity bounds [66]: the algebra (3.19) allows for non-trivial unitary highest-weight
representations only for cˆ = 1. For any other value of the central charge the theory has no
unitary highest weight representations, unless we either add or truncate further degrees of
freedom.
It would be interesting to holographically compute entanglement entropy [67] for our
theory, along the lines of [68, 69]. While originally these computations were mainly devised
for AdS-holography, they appear to work also for flat space holography [70] and possibly
more generally for non-AdS holography. This may shed additional light on the interpretation
of our theory in terms of null warped AdS versus interpreting it as a chiral half of AdS.
Finally, let us mention another possible check of null warped AdS higher spin holog-
raphy that should be feasible. In the present work we have calculated holographically the
1-point functions. As exploited recently for flat space holography [71], knowing the 1-point
functions on an arbitrary background allows to iteratively construct all the higher n-point
functions, at least for theories that have a Chern–Simons formulation. Since this applies
to our theory we believe it should be possible to extend our checks in the present work to
arbitrary n-point functions. We intend to consider this in future work.
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A Principal embedding
We use a principal embedding of sl(2,R) into sl(3,R)
[Li, Lj ] = (i− j)Li+j (A.1a)
[Li, Wm] = (2i−m)Wi+m (A.1b)
[Wm, Wn] = − 3
16
(m− n)(2m2 + 2n2 −mn− 8)Lm+n (A.1c)
where i, j = −1, 0, 1 and m,n = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2. An explicit realization is given by
L1 =
 0 0 0−√2 0 0
0 −√2 0
 L0 =
 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1
 L−1 =
 0
√
2 0
0 0
√
2
0 0 0

W2 =
 0 0 00 0 0
3 0 0
 W1 =
 0 0 0− 32√2 0 0
0 3
2
√
2
0
 W0 =
 12 0 00 −1 0
0 0 12

W−1 =
 0
3
2
√
2
0
0 0 − 3
2
√
2
0 0 0
 W−2 =
 0 0 30 0 0
0 0 0
. (A.2)
and the only non-vanishing traces are
tr(L0L0) = 2 tr(L1L−1) = −4
tr(W0W0) =
3
2
tr(W1W−1) = −9
4
tr(W2W−2) = 9 . (A.3)
B Diagonal embedding
The diagonal embedding of sl(2,R) into sl(3,R) is given by3
[Lˆi, Lˆj ] = (i− j)Lˆi+j (B.1a)
[Lˆi, J0] = 0 (B.1b)
[Lˆi, G
a
m] =
(
i
2
−m
)
Gai+m (B.1c)
[G+m, G
−
n ] = Lˆm+n −
3
2
(m− n)J0 (B.1d)
[Jˆ0, G
a
m] = aG
a
m (B.1e)
3For easier comparison of the connections in Section 3.4 we follow the conventions of [60].
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where i, j = −1, 0, 1, m,n = −1/2, 1/2 and a = 1,−1. An explicit realization is given by
Lˆ1 =
 0 0 00 0 0
1 0 0
 Lˆ0 =
 12 0 00 0 0
0 0 −12
 Lˆ−1 =
 0 0 −10 0 0
0 0 0

J0 =
 13 0 00 −23 0
0 0 13
 G++1/2 =
 0 0 00 0 0
0 1 0
 G+−1/2 =
 0 1 00 0 0
0 0 0

G−+1/2 =
 0 0 01 0 0
0 0 0
 G−−1/2 =
 0 0 00 0 −1
0 0 0
 (B.2)
and the only non-vanishing traces are
tr(Lˆ0Lˆ0) =
1
2
tr(Lˆ1Lˆ−1) = −1
tr(J0J0) =
2
3
tr(G++1/2G
−
−1/2) = −1 tr(G+−1/2G−+1/2) = 1 . (B.3)
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